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a b s t r a c t

We study the nondeterministic state complexity of Boolean operations on regular
languages of nested words. For union and intersection we obtain matching upper and
lower bounds. For complementation of a nondeterministic nested word automaton with n
states we establish a lower boundΩ(

√
n!) that is significantly worse than the exponential

lower bound for ordinary nondeterministic finite automata (NFA). We develop techniques
to prove lower bounds for the size of nondeterministic nested word automata that extend
the known techniques used for NFAs.
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1. Introduction

Nested words and finite automata on nested words have been introduced by Alur and Madhusudan [2] as a natural
computation model for applications like XML document processing, where data has a dual linear-hierarchical structure.
More information on applications of nested word automata can be found e.g. in [3,4]. The symbols of a nested word are
ordered in the usual way linearly, and additionally there is a recursively defined matching of occurrences of special call and
return symbols. Trees are often used as models of XML, and it can be noted that trees can be viewed as special cases of
nested words [3]. Finite automata on nested words are an attractive computational model because the class of recognized
languages, the regular nested word languages, retains many of the nice closure and decision properties of ordinary regular
languages [2,3]. When viewed as sets of ordinary words the regular nested word languages are, in general, not regular and
form a subclass of the deterministic context-free languages recognized by visibly pushdown automata [1,3,4].
Alur and Madhusudan [2,3] have established that a nondeterministic nested word automaton (NNWA) can be

determinized and, interestingly, the state space blow-up is worse than in the case of ordinary finite automata. The
operational state complexity of deterministic nestedword automata (DNWA) has been considered in [14]. Lower bounds for
operations such as catenation or reversal are of a different order than the known results for the state complexity of ordinary
deterministic finite automata (DFA) [17,18].
The state complexity of basic operations on nondeterministic finite automata (NFA) has been systematically studied

by Holzer and Kutrib [9], and more references on descriptional complexity of NFAs can be found in [16]. Here we study
the worst-case size of NNWAs for nested word languages obtained by applying Boolean operations to regular nested word
languages, and discuss upper bounds for catenation and Kleene star (extended to nested words).
When constructing an NNWA for the union of two nested word languages, the automaton can, in a certain sense, reuse

the set of hierarchical states as long as it uses disjoint sets of linear states for the two computations. This makes it more
difficult to establish a tight lower bound for union. The NNWA constructed to recognize the intersection of two languages
can use the cross products of the sets of, respectively, linear and of hierarchical states.
Complementation is a ‘‘hard’’ operation for nondeterministic automata and can be expected to cause a large state space

blow-up. Even in the case of ordinary NFAs it took some effort to establish a tight lower bound for complementation using a
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binary alphabet [12]. Here we show that there exist regular nested word languages Ln recognized by an NNWAwith n states
such that any NNWA recognizing the complement of Ln needs Ω(

√
n!) states. This is worse than the exponential lower

bound for complementation of NFAs, however, it does not coincide with the upper bound and the precise nondeterministic
state complexity of complementation remains open.
For Kleene star of regular nestedword languageswe establish an upper bound that improves on the one obtained directly

from the construction showing closure under this operation [3]. Finding an optimal lower bound for Kleene star remains
open.
When considering state complexity of NNWAs, the roles played by linear and hierarchical states, respectively, are

different. For example, in worst-case examples for the construction for union, hierarchical states can be reused in
both ‘‘parts’’ of the automaton but the same does not hold for linear states. Thus, when we want precise results for
nondeterministic state complexity it is appropriate to obtain the bounds separately for linear and hierarchical states.
Naturally, it can be argued that a more complete descriptional complexity measure for nondeterministic automata would
include the number of transitions [6,16], however, we consider here only state complexity.
In order to prove lower bounds for nondetermistic state complexity we first extend to nested word languages some

techniques introduced in [5,7,10,11] for NFAs. As is the case already when considering NFAs, the lower bound techniques
cannot be expected to always provide optimal results [8]. It is well known that aminimal NFA need not be unique, and in the
case of nested words, even a minimal deterministic automaton need not be unique [1,14]. For example, when considering
union, our general lower bound technique provides a bound that is close to the upper bound but in order to get a matching
lower bound we need to rely on ad hoc arguments.

2. Preliminaries

Weassume that the reader is familiarwith formal languages and, in particular, with finite automata and state complexity,
see [15,17,18]. Here we very briefly recall the definition of nested words. For more details on nested words, including
motivating examples, the reader is referred to [2,3].
LetΣ be a finite alphabet. The tagged alphabet corresponding toΣ is Σ̂ = Σ ∪ 〈Σ ∪ Σ〉,where 〈Σ = {〈a | a ∈ Σ}

is the set of call symbols and Σ〉 = {a〉 | a ∈ Σ} is the set of return symbols. Elements of Σ are called internal symbols. A
tagged word over Σ is a sequence of symbols of the tagged alphabet Σ̂ , w = u1 · · · um, ui ∈ Σ̂ , i = 1, ...,m. We define
recursively a hierarchical matching relation in a taggedword. Forw as above, a call symbol ui ∈ 〈Σ matches a return symbol
uj ∈ Σ〉, i < j, if in the subsequence ui+1 · · · uj−1 every call symbol (respectively, return symbol) has a matching return
symbol (respectively, call symbol). Symbol occurrences ui ∈ 〈Σ that do not have a matching return, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are referred
to as pending calls, and ui ∈ Σ〉 that does not have a matching call is a pending return. The above conditions define a unique
matching relation between call symbol occurrences and return symbol occurrences in any tagged word,
By a nestedwordwemean a taggedword togetherwith the usual linear ordering of symbols and the hierarchicalmatching

relation between occurrences of call and return symbols. The set of nested words overΣ is denoted NW(Σ). A nested word
language is any subset of NW(Σ). A nestedword iswell-matched if every call symbol has amatching return and every return
symbol has a matching call. An example of a nested word is ab〉a〈caa〈dc〉ad〉ab〉a〈b. Here all occurrences of a are linear, the
call-symbol 〈c (respectively, 〈d) matches return symbol d〉 (respectively, c〉), both occurences of b〉 are pending returns and
〈b is a pending call. The word is not well-matched since it has pending calls and/or returns. An example of a well-matched
nested word is a〈b〈bab〉〈caa〈dc〉ad〉aab〉.
Often it is convenient to view a nested word u1 · · · um as a directed graph where there is a linear edge from ui to ui+1,

i = 1, . . . ,m − 1, and additionally each pair of matching call and return symbols is connected by a hierarchical edge.
Furthermore, there is an incoming hierarchical edge (with no specified source node) to each pending return and an outgoing
hierarchical edge (with no target node) from each pending call.
For w ∈ NW(Σ) and b ∈ Σ̂ , |w|b denotes the number of occurrences of b in the nested word w. For w ∈ NW(Σ), we

denote by base(w) the underlying word of w over the tagged alphabet Σ̂ , that is, base(w) ∈ Σ̂∗ is an ordinary word. Note
that base(w) is a word over the alphabet Σ ∪ 〈Σ ∪ Σ〉, that is, certain symbol occurrences are marked as call and return
symbols, respectively, but there are no hierarchical edges between the call and return symbols.
Next, we recall the definition of nondeterministic nested word automata from [3]. This definition explicitly distinguishes

the linear states that the computation passes following the linear ordering of the symbols and the hierarchical states that are
passed along hierarchical edges. The distinctionwill be useful for obtaining precise bounds for state complexity. A simplified
definition has been used in [2].

Definition 2.1. A nondeterministic nested word automaton, NNWA, is a tuple A = (Σ,Q ,Q0,Qf , P, P0, Pf , δc, δi, δr), where
Σ is the input alphabet, Q is the finite set of linear states, Q0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial linear states, Qf ⊆ Q is the set of final
linear states, P is the finite set of hierarchical states, Q ∩ P = ∅, P0 ⊆ P is the set of initial hierarchical states, Pf ⊆ P is
the set of final hierarchical states, δc : Q × 〈Σ −→ 2Q×P is the call transition function, δi : Q × Σ −→ 2Q is the internal
transition function, and δr : Q × P ×Σ〉 −→ 2Q is the return transition function.

Consider a nested word w = u1 · · · um, ui ∈ Σ̂ , i = 1, . . . ,m that has k occurrences of call symbols and let A be as
in Definition 2.1. A computation of A on w consists of a sequence of linear states qi ∈ Q , i = 0, . . . ,m, and a sequence
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of hierarchical states pj ∈ P , j = 1, . . . , k, corresponding to call symbol occurrences in w, such that q0 ∈ Q0, and for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the following holds:

(i) If ui ∈ Σ is an internal symbol, then qi ∈ δi(qi−1, ui).
(ii) If ui ∈ 〈Σ is the jth call symbol occurrence, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, then (qi, pj) ∈ δc(qi−1, ui).
(iii) Assume that ui ∈ Σ〉 is a return symbol occurrence. If ui is matched with the jith call symbol occurrence, 1 ≤ ji ≤ k,

then qi ∈ δr(qi−1, pji , ui). If ui is a pending return, then qi ∈ δr(qi−1, p0, ui) for some p0 ∈ P0.

Intuitively, A begins a nondeterministic computation in some initial linear state q0 ∈ Q0. It reads an internal symbol
using the internal transition function similarly as an ordinary NFA. When encountering a call symbol 〈a in a linear state
q, A sends along the linear edge a state q′ ∈ Q and along the hierarchical edge a state p′ ∈ P where (q′, p′) ∈ δc(q, 〈a)
is nondeterministically chosen. When A encounters a return-symbol a〉 in a linear state state q and receives state p ∈ P
along the hierarchical edge, the computation continues in some linear state of δr(q, p, a〉). If a〉 is a pending return, A uses
an arbitrary initial hierarchical state p0 ∈ P0 as the second argument for δr .
The frontier of a computation of A corresponding to a prefix w1 of the input w is a tuple (p1, . . . , pr , q), where pi ∈ P ,

i = 1, . . . , r , r ≥ 0, are the states sent along pending hierarchical edges and q ∈ Q is the linear state reached at the end of
w1. Here pending hierarchical edges refer to call symbols such that the current prefixw1 does not have a matching return. A
matching return may, or may not, occur in the part of the input to be processed. The frontier of the computation completely
determines how the computation can be continued on the remainder of the input.
The NNWA A accepts a nested word w if in some nondeterministic computation it reaches the end of w in a final linear

state and all hierarchical states of the computation corresponding to pending calls are final, that is, the frontier at the end
of the computation is of the form (p1, . . . , pr , q), q ∈ Qf , pi ∈ Pf , i = 1, . . . , r , r ≥ 0. The nested word language recognized
by A is denoted L(A). Two NNWAs are said to be equivalent if they recognize the same language. A nested word language is
regular if it is recognized by an NNWA.
An NNWA is said to be linearly accepting if all hierarchical states are final. A linearly accepting NNWA decides whether

or not to accept the input based only on the linear state it reaches at the end of the computation. In the natural way we can
define a deterministic nested word automaton, DNWA, as a special case of an NNWA, see [2,3,14] for details. An extension of
the subset construction allows a deterministic simulation of an NNWA. The following result from [3], see also [2], gives an
upper bound for the size blow-up of determinizing an NNWA.
Proposition 2.1 ([3]). A linearly accepting NNWA with k linear states and h hierarchical states can be simulated by a DNWA
with 2k·h linear states and 2h

2
hierarchical states.

The following result is proven in [3] for DNWAs (and the number of hierarchical states of the linearly accepting automaton
can be slightly reduced if the original automaton has final hierarchical states [14]). Exactly the same construction works for
NNWAs.
Proposition 2.2 ([3]). Every NNWA with n linear states and h hierarchical states has an equivalent linearly accepting NNWA
with 2n linear and 2h hierarchical states.

3. Nondeterministic state complexity

We define the nondeterministic state complexity of a regular language of nested words L, denoted nsc(L), as the smallest
total number of states (linear and hierarchical states) of any NNWA recognizing L. As discussed in the introduction, the roles
played by the (numbers of) linear and hierarchical states, respectively, are different and, often, we formulate explicit bounds
both for the numbers of linear and of hierarchical states. The combined value nsc(L) can be used as a first approximation of
the descriptional complexity of an NNWA. A DNWA with n linear states obviously needs at most n · |Σ | hierarchical states,
where Σ is the input alphabet. For NNWAs we get only a quadratic upper bound and later, in Proposition 3.1, we will see
that this bound can be reached in the worst case.
Lemma 3.1. Let A = (Σ,Q ,Q0,Qf , P, P0, Pf , δc, δi, δr) be an NNWA and denote |Q | = n. There exists an equivalent NNWA B
having n linear and n2 · |Σ | hierarchical states.
Proof. The NNWA B can use the same set of linear states Q and Q ×Σ × Q as the set of hierarchical states. The automaton
B simulates a call transition (q1, p1) ∈ δc(q, 〈b), q, q1 ∈ Q , p1 ∈ P , b ∈ Σ , by choosing q1 as the new linear state and
sending (q, b, q1) along the hierarchical edge. At thematching return symbol B can then nondeterministically select p1 from
all choices that could have been made in the current linear computation. The sets of final and initial hierarchical states are
chosen appropriately. We leave the details of the construction to the reader. �

Already in the deterministic case it is known that a state minimal DNWA for a regular nested word language need not be
unique. This follows (as explained in the full version of [14]) using a simplemodification of a corresponding non-uniqueness
property of minimal visibly pushdown automata [1,13]. It is well known that a state minimal NFA need not be unique, see
[9,16] for references, and hence this property necessarily holds for NNWAs which are extensions of both NFAs and DNWAs.
We develop techniques that can be used to establish lower bounds for the number of states needed by any NNWA

to recognize a given nested word language. The following lemma is an extension of the fooling set techniques for NFAs
introduced in [5,7]. These in turn can be viewed as special cases of techniques based on communication complexity [10,11].
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Definition 3.1. A set of pairs of nested words F = {(xi, yi) | i = 1, . . . ,m} is said to be a fooling set for a nested word
language L if:

(F1) xiyi ∈ L, i = 1, . . . ,m, and
(F2) for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, xiyj 6∈ L or xjyi 6∈ L.

The set F is a k-fooling set, k ≥ 0, if each xi has exactly k pending call symbols.

Lemma 3.2. Let A be an NNWA with a set of linear states Q and a set of hierarchical states P. Assume that L(A) has a k-fooling
set {(xi, yi) | i = 1, . . . ,m}. Then |P|k · |Q | ≥ m.

Proof. Let qi ∈ Q and pi,1, . . . , pi,k ∈ P be such that (pi,1, . . . , pi,k, qi) is the frontier of an arbitrarily chosen accepting
computation of A on xiyi after A has read the prefix xi, i = 1, . . . ,m. Since the frontier and the remaining suffix completely
determinewhether a computation canbe completed to an accepting computation, the condition (F2) ofDefinition 3.1 implies
that (pi,1, . . . , pi,k, qi) 6= (pj,1, . . . , pj,k, qj)when i 6= j. Hence |P|k · |Q | ≥ m. �

Note that by choosing k = 0, Lemma 3.2 gives the lower bound criterion for NFAs from [5]. As a first application of the
technique we show that an NNWA with n linear states may need Ω(n2) hierarchical states. The lower bound is within a
constant factor of the upper bound of Lemma 3.1.

Proposition 3.1. Choose Σ = {a, b} and let n ∈ N be arbitrary. There exists Ln ∈ NW(Σ) such that Ln is recognized by an
NNWA with 2n linear states and any NNWA for Ln needs n2 hierarchical states.

Proof. Consider a tagged word

w = ai0x1ai1x2 · · · xrair , xj ∈ {b, 〈b, b〉}, j = 1, . . . , r, r ≥ 0, (1)

ij ≥ 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ r . We say that w is b-alternating if r is odd, xj ∈ {〈b, b〉} always when j is odd and xj = b when j is even,
0 ≤ j ≤ r . The two-sided count of a symbol occurrence xj ∈ {b, 〈b, b〉}, 1 ≤ j ≤ r , in the tagged word w is defined as
count(xj) = (ij−1, ij). We denote [n] = {0, . . . , n− 1} and [n] = {0, . . . , n− 1}.
We define Ln to consist of all b-alternating well-matched nested words w (as in (1)) such that for each pair of matching

call and return symbol occurrences y1 and y2, count(yi) ∈ [n] × [n], i = 1, 2, and count(y1) = count(y2).
The nested word language Ln is recognized by the following NNWA

A = (Σ, [n] ∪ [n], {0}, {0}, [n] × [n],∅,∅, δc, δi, δr),

where the transition relations are defined as follows. All transitions not listed below will be undefined. For i ∈ [n] the call
transitions are δc(i, 〈b) = {(j, (i, j)) | j ∈ [n]}. The internal a-transitions are defined by setting for j ∈ [n], δi(j, a) = {j+1} if
j 6= n− 1, δi(j, a) = {j− 1} if j 6= 0. The only internal b-transition is δi(0, b) = {0}. Finally the return transitions are defined
for i, j, k ∈ [n] by setting

δr(i, (j, k), b〉) =
{
{k} if i = j,
∅ otherwise.

The only initial linear state is 0, the symbols 〈b and b〉 change the linear state from an element of [n] to an element of [n],
the symbol b makes the reverse change, and 0 is the only final linear state. This means that all accepted words must be
b-alternating. The NNWA A has no initial or final hierarchical states which guarantees that it can accept only well-matched
nested words.
Consider an input w as in (1) and an occurrence xs = 〈b of a call symbol in w, where count(xs) = (i, j). Since w is

b-alternating, we know that s has to be odd and this means that any computation of A reaches this occurrence of 〈b
in the linear state i. Again since w is b-alternating, we know that xs+1 = b and the only internal transition defined
for b uses argument 0. This means that in an accepting computation at call symbol xs, the automaton has to make the
nondeterministic choice (j, (i, j)), where j is the number of a’s between xs and xs+1. Thus the computation sends the pair (i, j)
along the hierarchical edge to the return symbol xs′ that matches xs. According to the definition of the return transitions, the
computation then verifies that count(xs′) = (i, j). This means that L(A) = Ln.
To establish the lower bound for the number of hierarchical states, for k ≥ 1, we define the k-fooling set

Fk = {(ai1〈baj1bai2〈baj2b · · · aik〈bajkb, aikb〉ajkbaik−1b〉ajk−1b · · · ai1b〉aj1) | 0 ≤ ir , js ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ r, s ≤ k}.

Since in words of Ln the two-sided counts of matching call and return symbols must coincide, it is clear that Fk is a fooling
set for Ln. Let B be an arbitrary NNWA recognizing Ln, where the sets of linear and hierarchical states are, respectively, Q and
P . By Lemma 3.2, |Q | · |P|k ≥ |Fk| = n2k for all k ≥ 1. Since |Q | is independent of k, this implies |P| ≥ n2. �
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3.1. Union and intersection

First we establish upper bounds for the state complexity of union and intersection. In the case of union we note that the
hierarchical states of one of the component automata can be recycled in the other component, provided that we introduce
new states that are used, respectively, as an initial and final hierarchical state. On the other hand, the definition of NNWAs
allows multiple initial states, which means that we do not need to add a ‘‘new’’ initial linear state as in the case of ordinary
NFAs [9]. The result for intersection turns out to be analogous to the case of ordinary NFAs, the main difference being that
we need to consider separately the sets of linear and hierarchical states.

Lemma 3.3. Let Ai be an NNWA with ni linear and hi hierarchical states, i = 1, 2.

(a) The nested word language L(A1)∪L(A2) can be recognized by anNNWAwith n1+ n2 linear andmax(h1, h2)+2 hierarchical
states.

(b) The nested word language L(A1) ∩ L(A2) can be recognized by an NNWA with n1 · n2 linear and h1 · h2 hiearchical states.

Proof. (a) Let A1 = (Σ,Q ,Q0,Qf , P, P0, Pf , δc, δi, δr) and A2 = (Σ,Q ′,Q ′0,Q
′

f , P
′, P ′0, P

′

f , δ
′
c, δ
′

i , δ
′
r). Without loss of

generality Q ∩ Q ′ = ∅ and h1 = |P| ≥ |P ′| = h2. Let g be a bijective mapping R −→ P ′, where R ⊆ P . We define

B = (Σ,Q ∪ Q ′,Q0 ∪ Q ′0,Qf ∪ Q
′

f , P ∪ {z1, z2}, {z1}, {z2}, γc, γi, γr),

where z1, z2 are new elements to be used, respectively, as the only initial and the only final hierarchical state of B. The call
transitions of B are defined by setting, for b ∈ Σ ,

γc(q, 〈b) =

δc(q, 〈b) ∪ {(q1, z2) | (∃p1 ∈ Pf )(q1, p1) ∈ δc(q, 〈b)} if q ∈ Q ,
{(q1, p1) | (q1, g(p1)) ∈ δ′c(q, 〈b), p1 ∈ R} ∪
{(q1, z2) | (∃p1 ∈ P ′f )(q1, p1) ∈ δ

′
c(q, 〈b)} if q ∈ Q ′.

On elements of Q the call transitions simulate the call transitions of A1 and additionally for any final hierarchical state
introduce an additional nondeterministic choice where the hierarchical state is replaced by z2. Note that no transitions are
defined for z2 which means that it can be used in accepting computations only at pending call symbols. On elements of Q ′,
the transition relation γc similarly simulates the call transitions of A2.
The internal transition relation of B, γi, on states of Q (respectively, of Q ′) simply simulates internal transitions of A1

(respectively, of A2). The return transitions are defined by setting for b ∈ Σ ,

γr(q, p, b〉) =


δr(q, p, b〉) if q ∈ Q , p ∈ P,
∪p1∈P0δr(q, p1, b〉) if q ∈ Q , p = z1,
δ′r(q, g(p), b〉) if q ∈ Q

′, p ∈ R,
∪p1∈P ′0

δ′r(q, p1, b〉) if q ∈ Q
′, p = z1,

∅, otherwise.

Depending on the linear state q given as argument, the return transitions simulate either return transitions of A1 or A2, where
in both cases the new hierarchical state z1 is interpreted as an arbitrary initial hierarchical state. Since the sets Q and Q ′ are
disjoint, each computation of B simulates either a computation of A1 or of A2, that is, the two types of computations cannot
be mixed. This means that B nondeterministically recognizes L(A1) ∪ L(A2).
(b) An NNWA that simulates the computation of two given NNWAs can use a cross-product construction separately for

the linear and for the hierarchical states. The details of the construction are left to the reader. �

In the following two lemmas we show that the upper bounds can be reached in cases where the number of linear states
is a multiple of the number of hierarchical states.

Lemma 3.4. Let n1, n2, h ≥ 2 be integers such that h divides n1 and n2. There exist Li recognized by an NNWA Ai with ni linear
and h hierarchical states, i = 1, 2, such that nsc(L1 ∪ L2) ≥ n1 + n2 + h+ 2.

Proof. Let Σ = {a, b, c}. Consider w ∈ NW(Σ) and let z be an occurrence of a call or return symbol in w. For x ∈ Σ , we
define the notion of (x, h)-count of the symbol z inw, countx,h,w(z), as the number modulo h of occurrences of the symbol x
in the prefix preceding z. We say that a wordw ∈ NW(Σ) is (x, h)-matched, x ∈ Σ , or x-matched for short when h is known,
if for every pair of matching calls and returns z, z ′,

countx,h,w(z) = countx,h,w(z ′). (2)

We define the language L1 to consist of all nested words w such that base(w) ∈ {a, 〈c, c〉}∗, w is (a, h)-matched,
|w|a ≡ 0 (mod n1), and the following condition holds. If z is a pending call (respectively, a pending return) in w, then
counta,h,w(z) = 0 (respectively, counta,h,w(z) = 1).
The language L2 is defined to consist of all (b, h)-matched and well-matched nested words w such that base(w) ∈

{b, 〈c, c〉}∗ and |w|b ≡ 0 (mod n2).
Since n1 is a multiple of h, the language L1 can be recognized by an NNWA A1 where the n1 linear states count symbols a

modulo n1 and the h hierarchical states guarantee that the input is (a, h)-matched. The NNWA has one initial hierarchical
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state (that corresponds to count one modulo h) and one final hierarchical state (that corresponds to count zero modulo
h). Similarly, L2 is recognized by an NNWA A2 with n2 linear and h hierarchical states. The NNWA A2 has no initial or final
hierarchical states.
Let B be an arbitrary NNWA for L1 ∪ L2 with sets of linear and hierarchical states, respectively, Q and P . First using

Lemma 3.2 we show that |Q | ≥ n1 + n2 and |P| ≥ h, and after that using a more detailed analysis we show that B, in fact,
needs at least two additional states.
We use a k-fooling set F (k)1 ∪ F

(k)
2 , k ≥ 0, for L1 ∪ L2. To keep the notations simple, below we give the definition only for

k = 2. Denote

F (2)1 = {(ar1〈car2〈cas, au2c〉au1c〉av) | 1 ≤ ri, ui ≤ h, i = 1, 2, 1 ≤ s, v ≤ n1,
r2 + s+ u2 + u1 ≡ s+ u2 ≡ 0(mod h), r1 + r2 + s+ u2 + u1 + v ≡ 0(mod n1)},

F (2)2 = {(br1〈cbr2〈cbs, bu2c〉bu1c〉bv) | 1 ≤ ri, ui ≤ h, i = 1, 2, 1 ≤ s, v ≤ n2,
r2 + s+ u2 + u1 ≡ s+ u2 ≡ 0(mod h), r1 + r2 + s+ u2 + u1 + v ≡ 0(mod n2)}.

Note that |F (2)1 | = n1 · h
2: the values 1 ≤ ri ≤ h, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, and 1 ≤ s ≤ n1 can be chosen arbitrarily and they determine

uniquely the values of u1, u2 and v. Similarly, |F
(2)
2 | = n2 ·h

2. It is easy to verify that F (2)1 ∪F
(2)
2 is a 2-fooling set for L1∪ L2: the

first components of the pairs of F (2)1 (respectively, of F
(2)
2 ) have distinct pairs of a-counts (respectively, b-counts) for the two

pending calls and these must be matched by equal a-counts (respectively, b-counts) for the pending returns in the second
components of the pairs.
Using exactly the same idea as above we can define a k-fooling set F (k)1 ∪ F

(k)
2 of cardinality (n1 + n2) · h

k for an arbitrary
k ≥ 0.1 Note that with k = 0 the fooling set is

F (0)1 ∪ F
(0)
2 = {(a

n1 , an1), (a, an1−1), . . . , (an1−1, a), (bn2 , bn2), (b, bn2−1), . . . , (bn2−1, b)}

Lemma 3.2 gives now |Q | · |P|k ≥ (n1+n2) ·hk, and since this has to hold for arbitrarily large values of k, the only possibility
is that |P| ≥ h. By choosing k = 0 we get |Q | ≥ n1 + n2.
Now in order to complete the proof of Lemma 3.4 it is sufficient to show that |Q | = n1 + n2, |P| = h + 1 and

|Q | = n1 + n2 + 1, |P| = h are both impossible. Note that a situation where |Q | = n1 + n2, |P| = h can be viewed as
an instance of the above cases where we have one useless linear or hierarchical state, respectively.
Belowwe have to use a somewhat tedious case analysis. In the following, let γc , γi, γr denote the transition relations of B.

(I) Case |Q | = n1 + n2, |P| = h + 1: By considering accepting computations of B on words of a+ (respectively, b+) it is
easy to verify that the set of linear states Q has to be a disjoint union Q1∪Q2, |Qi| = ni, where internal a-transitions on
states of Q1 define a cycle of length n1 and a-transitions are undefined on states of Q2. Similarly, internal b-transitions
are defined only on states in Q2 and form a cycle of length n2. If these conditions are not met, it is immediate that
B cannot accept the correct subset a+ ∪ b+ or B needs more than n1 + n2 linear states. For example, if both a and b
transitions are be defined for some state, this state cannot occur in a cycle and B needs more than n1+n2 linear states.
We consider accepting computations of B on words xy, where the pairs (x, y) form the set F (1)2 . These computations

use as set of linear states Q ′2 ⊆ Q2 and a set of hierarchical states P2. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we see that
|Q ′2| · |P2| ≥ |F

(1)
2 | = n2 · h, and since we know that |Q2| = n2 this gives |P2| ≥ h. Furthermore, we note that all states

of Q2 are reachable from an initial state and reach a final state with a linear word in b∗. Thus, if some of the hierarchical
states of P2 would be initial or final, Bwould necessarily accept nested words with one or more b’s and pending call or
return symbols, which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, there exists an initial hierarchical state pini that is used in an accepting computation on ac〉an1−1

and a final hierarchical state pacc used in a computation on 〈can1 . In order to show that |P| ≥ h + 2, it is sufficient to
show that pini 6= pacc.
Denote Q1 = {q0, q1, . . . , qn1−1} where internal a-transitions cycle the states in this order and q0 is an initial and

final linear state. In the accepting computation on 〈can1 the first call transition is (q0, pacc) ∈ γc(q0, 〈c). (If Q1 would
have other initial linear states besides q0, it is immediate that B would accept words where the total number of a’s is
not divisible by n1.) Similarly we verify that the return transition used in an accepting computation on ac〉an1−1 must
be q1 ∈ γr(q1, pini). Now the condition pini = pacc means that B would accept 〈cac〉an1−1 that is not in L1 because the
(a, h)-counts of the call and return symbols are unequal. (Recall that h ≥ 2.)

(II) Case |Q | = n1 + n2 + 1, |P| = h: Similarly as above, by considering computations of B on words of a+ and b+ we
observe that, assuming all states are useful, the set of linear states Q can be written as a disjoint union of Q1 and Q2,
|Qi| ≥ ni, i = 1, 2, where states of Q1 (respectively, Q2) can be used only in computations on words of a+ (respectively,
b+). There are two possibilities to consider.

1 A similar definition for arbitrary values of k is given in the proof of Lemma 3.5 when dealing with intersection.
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(IIa) First, assume that |Q2| = n2, |Q1| = n1+1. Now the states of Q2must form a b-cycle, and exactly as in (I) above
we verify that computations on words corresponding to the pairs of the set F (1)2 must use h distinct hierarchical states,
none of which can be initial or final. Since Bmust contain initial and final hierarchical states and |P| = h, we are done.
(Note that now it could be more complicated to show that the initial and final hierarchical states are distinct, but we
do not need this property since we only need to show that |P| = h is impossible.)
(IIb) Second, consider the possibility |Q2| = n2 + 1, |Q1| = n1. As in (I) above we see that the linear a-transitions

on Q1 have to form a cycle of length n1, and computations on nested words corresponding to pairs of the set F
(1)
1 must

use h distinct hierarchical states, one of which is initial and another one of which is final.
Due to the additional state in Q2, the b-transitions need not form a simple cycle, however, again assuming all states

are useful,

no state of Q2 can be reached by wordsw1,w2 where |w1|b 6≡ |w2|b (mod n2). (3)

Thismeans that some set of statesQ ′2 = {q
′

0, q
′

1, . . . , q
′

n2−1
} ⊆ Q2 forms a cyclewith b-transitionswhere q′0 is initial and

final. The set Q ′2 need not be uniquely determined. We simply choose Q
′

2 to consist of states that occur in an arbitrary,
but fixed, b-cycle of length n2.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ h− 1, let Dj be an accepting computation of B on the nested word bj〈cc〉bn2−j. Let qj ∈ Q2 be the linear

state that occurs afterDj has processed the prefix bj, j = 0, . . . , h−1. By (3), we know that the states qj, j = 0, . . . , h−1,
are all distinct and at least h− 1 of them are in Q ′2. (Recall that Q2 has only one state not in Q

′

2.) Below we consider the
case where there exists j0 ∈ {0, . . . , h−1} such that qj0 6∈ Q

′

2 and we denote H0 = {0 ≤ k ≤ h−1 | k 6= j0}. The other
possibility is that all the states qj, 0 ≤ j ≤ h− 1, would be in Q ′2, and in this case the following argument is similar but
simpler.2
Now (3) implies that in a computation Dj, j ∈ H0, the linear state qj after reading each of the prefixes bj, bj〈c and

bj〈cc〉must be equal to q′j ∈ Q
′

2.
Let pj be the hierarchical state used in the computation Dj, j ∈ H0, and assume that pj1 = pj2 for some j1 < j2,

j1, j2 ∈ H0. In particular, this means that (q′j1 , pj1) ∈ γc(q
′

j1
, 〈c) and q′j2 ∈ γr(q

′

j2
, pj1 , c〉). Thus, B has an accepting

computation on bj1〈cbj2−j1c〉bn2−j2 . This is impossible because the (b, h)-counts of the matching symbols 〈c and c〉 are
unequal.
We have seen that each of the h−1 computationsDj, j ∈ H0, must use a distinct hierarchical state. Using the fact that

the b-transitions on Q ′2 form a cycle, in the same way as in (I) above we see that none of these h− 1 hierarchical states
can be initial or final. On the other hand, above at the begin of (IIb) we have seen that computations corresponding to
the pairs of F (1)1 need an initial and a final hierarchical state that are distinct. Thismeans that the number of hierarchical
states has to be at least h+ 1. �

Note that in the proof of Lemma 3.4 the lower bound technique of Lemma 3.2 gives directly that any NNWA recognizing
L1 ∪ L2 needs at least n1 + n2 linear and h hierarchical states, and much additional effort was needed to show that, in fact,
two more states are needed. In the proof we have shown that the total number of states is at least n1 + n2 + h + 2. We
believe that any NNWA for L1 ∪ L2 with a minimal total number of states, in fact, has at least h + 2 hierarchical states but
do not attempt to prove this claim.

Lemma 3.5. Let ni, hi be positive integers such that hi divides ni, i = 1, 2. There exist Li recognized by an NNWA Ai with ni linear
and hi hierarchical states, i = 1, 2, such that any NNWA for L1 ∩ L2 needs n1 · n2 linear and h1 · h2 hierarchical states.

Proof. LetΣ = {a, b, c}.We define L1 to consist of all well-matched nestedwordsw such that base(w) ∈ {a, b, 〈c, c〉}∗,w is
(a, h1)-matched (as defined in (2)) and |w|a ≡ 0 (mod n1). The language L2 is defined to consist of all well-matched nested
words w such that base(w) ∈ {a, b, 〈c, c〉}∗, w is (b, h2)-matched and |w|b ≡ 0 (mod n2). Similarly as in the construction
for union, using the fact that ni is a multiple of hi it is easy to construct an NNWA with ni linear and hi hierarchical states
for the language Li, i = 1, 2. Note that since Li consists of well-matched words, Ai does not need to have any initial or final
hierarchical states.
Denote L = L1 ∩ L2. For each k ≥ 0 we define a k-fooling set F (k) for L. Let

F (k) =
{
(ar1bs1〈car2bs2 · · · arkbsk〈cax1by1 , aukbvkc〉auk−1bvk−1 · · · au1bv1c〉ax2by2) |

0 ≤ ri, ui < h1, 0 ≤ si, vi < h2, 0 ≤ x1, x2 < n1, 0 ≤ y1, y2 < n2,
k∑
i=1

(ri + ui)+ x1 + x2 ≡ 0 (mod n1),
k∑
i=1

(si + vi)+ y1 + y2 ≡ 0 (mod n2),

2 In particular, if h 6= n2 we can always select h nested words bj〈cc〉bn2−j where j ranges over h consecutive values and some accepting computations on
these words correspond to the simpler case.
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(∀j ∈ {2, . . . , k+ 1})
[ k∑
i=j

(ri + ui)+ uj−1 + x1 ≡ 0 (mod h1) &

k∑
i=j

(si + vi)+ vj−1 + y1 ≡ 0 (mod h2)
]}

(4)

The cardinality of F (k) is (n1 ·n2)(h1 ·h2)k. When determining the elements of F (k), the values of x1, y1 and ri, si, i = 1, . . . , k,
can be chosen arbitrarily in the given ranges and after this the remaining values are completely determined. Note that the
condition (4) for a particular j says that, in the nested word that is the catenation of the two components of the pair, the
(a, h1)- and (b, h2)-counts of the (j − 1)th call symbol and the matching return symbol must coincide. The equation with
value j = k+ 1 corresponds to the pair consisting of the last call and the first return symbol.
The above argument shows that, for any w1 that occurs as a first component of a pair of F (k), there is a unique nested

word w2 among the second components of the pairs of F (k) such that w1 · w2 ∈ L. This means that F (k) is, indeed, a fooling
set for L.
Let B be an arbitrary NNWA for L with a set of linear states Q and set of hierarchical states P . Lemma 3.2 gives that

|Q | · |P|k ≥ |F (k)|, k ≥ 0. Since the inequality holds for all k ≥ 0, we conclude that |Q | ≥ n1 · n2 and |P| ≥ h1 · h2. �

As a consequence of Lemmas 3.3–3.5 we have:
Theorem 3.1. Let Ai be an NNWA with ni linear and hi hierarchical states, where hi divides ni, i = 1, 2. The tight worst-case
nondeterministic state complexity of L(A1) ∩ L(A2) is n1 · n2 + h1 · h2. If h1 = h2 = h, the worst-case state complexity of
L(A1) ∪ L(A2) is precisely n1 + n2 + h+ 2.

3.2. Complementation

We give a lower bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of complementation that is significantly worse than
the exponential lower bound for complementation of ordinary NFAs. For L ⊆ NW(Σ), denote L = NW(Σ)− L.
Lemma 3.6. Let n ∈ N. There exists a nested word language L recognized by an NNWA with O(2n) states such that

nsc(L) ≥
√
(2n)!

Proof. LetΣ = {0, 1, c,#, $}. Forw ∈ {0, 1}∗, num(w) denotes the binary number represented by the wordw. (Note that
w may contain leading zeros.) We define for n ≥ 1,

Ln = {〈$u0cu1c · · · cur#v0cv1 · · · cvs$〉 | ui, vj ∈ {0, 1}+, 0 ≤ i ≤ r,
0 ≤ j ≤ s, r, s,≥ 0, (∃ 0 ≤ i ≤ min(r, 2n − 1)) [num(vnum(ui)) 6= i,
ui, vnum(ui) ∈ {0, 1}

n, num(ui) ≤ s]}.

The language Ln is recognized by an NNWA A as follows. The below discussion assumes that the input is in
〈$({0, 1}+c)+{0, 1}+#({0, 1}+c)+{0, 1}+$〉. If this is not the case, it is easy (without exceeding the upper bound O(2n) for
the number of states) to guarantee that all computations of A reject.
At the call symbol 〈$, A guesses a number i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} and continues the linear computation in a state qi and

sends a state pi along the hierarchical edge, where both states encode the number i. Using the linear state as a counter, A
‘‘passes by’’ i subwords of the form {0, 1}+c. After thisA reads and stores in the linear state the following subword z ∈ {0, 1}n,
and checks that it is followed by a c. The automaton then ‘‘passes by’’ subwords in {0, 1}+c until it encounters the ‘‘middle
marker’’ #.
After the marker #, using the linear state z as a counter A ‘‘passes by’’ num(z) subwords in {0, 1}+c . Then it reads the

following subword z ′ ∈ {0, 1}n and verifies that it is followed by a c . The linear state ‘‘remembers’’ z ′ and A ‘‘passes by’’
subwords in {0, 1}+c until it reaches the return symbol $〉. Here the return transition relation checks that num(z ′) 6= iwhere
i is the number encodedby thehierarchical state pi sent from the first call symbol. In thiswayA is able to nondeterministically
verify that the input is in Ln.
The linear computation has to remember binary words of length up to n and uses these as counters. This can be done

with O(2n) linear states. The number of hierarchical states can be chosen to be exactly 2n.
Next we establish the lower bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of the complement of Ln. Let B be an

arbitrary NNWA recognizing Ln and let Q (respectively, P) be the set of linear (respectively, hierarchical) states of B. We
denote byB the set of all bijections {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} → {0, 1}n. For f , g ∈ B, we denote

xf = 〈$f (0)cf (1)c · · · cf (2n − 1)#, and, yg = g(0)cg(1)c · · · cg(2n − 1)$〉
We note that for any f , g ∈ B,

xf yg 6∈ Ln iff (∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1) num(g(num(f (i))) = i iff ĝ = f −1, (5)
where ĝ : {0, 1}n → {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} is defined by setting ĝ(w) = num(g(num(w))), w ∈ {0, 1}n. Now (5) implies that
{(xf , yg) | f , g ∈ B, ĝ = f −1} is a 1-fooling set for Ln. By Lemma 3.2 it follows that |P| · |Q | ≥ |B| = (2n)!, and consequently
nsc(Ln) ≥

√
(2n)!. �
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The lower bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of complementation of regular nested words languages can
be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.2. For arbitrarily large n ≥ 1, there exist regular nested word languages L′n such that

nsc(L′n) ∈ O(n) and nsc(L′n) ∈ Ω(
√
n!).

The result shows that theworst-case blow-up of nondeterministic state complexity of complementation of regular nested
word languages is much bigger than the exponential blow-up of complementation of NFAs [9,12,17]. However, the lower
bound of Theorem 3.2 does not match the upper bound O(2n

2
) implied by Proposition 2.1 and the deterministic state

complexity of complementation [14]. The precise nondeterministic state complexity of complementation of regular nested
word languages remains open.

3.3. Upper bounds for catenation and Kleene star

The regular nested word languages are closed under the operations of reversal, catenation and Kleene star, as extended
to nested words, see [3]. Since NNWAs allow multiple initial states, the worst-case nondeterministic state complexity
of reversal is obviously the identity function. The following upper bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of
catenation is immediate and we omit the straightforward proof.

Lemma 3.7. Let Ai be an NNWA with ni linear and hi hierarchical states, i = 1, 2. The nested word language L(A1) · L(A2) can
be recognized by an NNWA with n1 + n2 linear and h1 + h2 hierarchical states.

We believe that the upper bound of Lemma 3.7 is tight but do not have a proof for this claim. Consider NNWAs Ai with
ni linear and hi hierarchical states, i = 1, 2. It is easy to construct examples where any NNWA recognizing the catenation
of L(A1) and L(A2) needs n1 + n2 linear states. Furthermore, due to the fact that words in L(A1) can have pending calls, it
seems that an NNWA recognizing L(A1) · L(A2) could not, in general, ‘‘reuse’’ the hierarchical states of A1 in computations
simulating A2 on a suffix of the input. However, using Lemma 3.2 or techniques similar to its proof, we seem to get only a
lower bound of max(h1, h2) hierarchical states. In all the examples we have managed to come up with, a k-fooling set for
L(A1) · L(A2) seems to have only, roughly, n1 · hk1 + n2 · h

k
2 elements. Using ad hoc arguments it is possible to show that the

number of hierarchical states, in general, needs to be greater than max(h1, h2) but we do not have a construction giving the
lower bound h1 + h2.
It can be noted that if the languages L(Ai), i = 1, 2, are well-matched, then in the construction proving Lemma 3.7 we can

reuse the hierarchical states and, thus, Lemma 3.2 gives a tight lower bound for the catenation of well-matched languages.
The Kleene star L∗ of a nested word language L is defined in the natural way, see [3]. The proof establishing closure under

Kleene star (Theorem 6 of [3]) uses aweakly-hierarchical normal form for nestedword automata. Due to Proposition 2.2 and
([3] Theorem 2) it is known that an arbitrary DNWA Awith n linear states and input alphabetΣ can be transformed into an
equivalentweakly-hierarchical automaton Bwith 2n|Σ | linear states and the same set of hierarchical states.3 However, if the
construction of the proof of ([3] Theorem2) ismodified forNNWAs, the automatonwouldneed to remember both the symbol
labeling the innermost pending call and the nondeterministic choice made at that symbol. When applying this construction
to NNWAs, the number of states of the weakly hierarchical automaton would, in the worst case, depend quadratically on
the number of linear states of the original NNWA. Furthermore, the construction showing closure under star doubles the
number of states. Thus, a construction directly following the proof of ([3] Theorem 6) gives an upper bound of 8|Σ |n2 for
nsc(L∗)when nsc(L) = n.
Below using a construction based directly on the linearly accepting normal form for NNWAs we give an improved upper

bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of Kleene star.

Proposition 3.2. Let A be an NNWA with n linear and h hierarchical states. The language L(A)∗ can be recognized by an NNWA
B with 4n linear and 4h hierarchical states.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2, A has an equivalent linearly accepting NNWA C = (Σ,Q ,Q0,Qf , P, P0, P, δc, δi, δr) where
|Q | = 2n and |P| = 2h. (Note that all hierarchical states of C are final.) For a set X we denote X(i) = {x(i) | x ∈ X},
i = 1, 2. Based on C we define the linearly accepting automaton

B = (Σ,Q(1) ∪ Q(2), [Q0](1), [Qf ](1) ∪ [Qf ](2), P(1) ∪ P(2), [P0](1), P(1) ∪ P(2), γc, γi, γr),

where the transition relations are defined below.
For 〈b ∈ 〈Σ , q ∈ Q and j ∈ {1, 2}we set

γc(q(j), 〈b) = {(q′(2), p(j)) | (q
′, p) ∈ δc(q, 〈b)} ∪ Y1, where (6)

Y1 =
{
[Q0](1) × P(1) if δc(q, 〈b) contains an element with first component in Qf ,
∅ otherwise.

3 A weakly hierarchical automaton sends along a hierarchical edge always the current linear state, for a detailed definition see [3].
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For b ∈ Σ , q ∈ Q and j ∈ {1, 2} the internal transitions are defined by setting

γi(q(j), b) = {q′(j) | q
′
∈ δi(q, b)} ∪ Y2, Y2 =

{
[Q0](1) if δi(q, b) ∩ Qf 6= ∅,
∅ otherwise.

Finally, for b〉 ∈ Σ〉, q ∈ Q , p ∈ P and j = 1, 2, we define the return transitions by

γr(q(1), p(j), b〉) = {q′(1) | q
′
∈

⋃
p′∈P0

δr(q, p′, b〉) ∪ Y3, (7)

γr(q(2), p(j), b〉) = {q′(j) | q
′
∈ δr(q, p, b〉)} ∪ Y4, (8)

Y3 =

[Q0](1) if
⋃
p′∈P0

δr(q, p′, b〉) ∩ Qf 6= ∅,

∅ otherwise,
Y4 =

{
[Q0](1) if δr(q, p, b〉) ∩ Qf 6= ∅,
∅ otherwise.

The automaton B simulates a computation of C , and always when the latter enters a final linear state, using the choices
defined by the sets Yi, i = 1, . . . , 4, B can nondeterministically begin a new computation in an initial linear state. The crucial
point of the construction is that, after beginning a new computation, at each return symbol B has to be able to recognize
whether or not the matching call symbol occurred before the last nondeterministic guess where B began to simulate a new
computation of C . In the affirmative case, B treats the symbol as a pending return.
The linear states of Q(1) are used to indicate that the currently simulated computation of C has no pending calls. Note

that a nondeterministic choice beginning a new computation always enters a state of [Q0](1). When encountering a return
symbol in a state of Q(1), according to rules (7), B interprets incoming hierarchical states as arbitrary initial hierarchical
states.
When a linear state of Q(1) encounters a call symbol, according to rules (6) with j = 1, the new linear state will be in Q(2)

and B sends along the hierarchical edge a state of P(1). A state of P(1) is used to mark an ‘‘outermost’’ hierarchical edge in the
currently simulated computation of C . According to rules (6) with j = 2, B sends a state of P(2) along a hierarchical edge if
the current computation has earlier pending calls. When a return transition receives along the hierarchical edge a state of
P(1), B knows that the current computation again has no pending calls and the new linear state, according to (8) with j = 1,
will be an element of Q(1).
Note that the definition of the set Y1 in (6) allows as the second component any element of P(1). A nondeterministic choice

corresponding to Y1means that B begins to simulate a new computation of C and a hierarchical state p produced herewill be
ignored at thematching return symbol (if it exists). Since all hierarchical states are final, here p can be chosen to be arbitrary.
Since C is linearly accepting and, as described above, B is able to keep track of whether a hierarchical state received as

second argument for a return transition originates from the currently simulated computation or should be interpreted as
an initial hierarchical state, it is clear that B recognizes the language L(C)∗. The NNWA B has 4n linear and 4h hierarchical
states. �

We do not have a matching lower bound for Proposition 3.2 and the precise nondeterministic state complexity of Kleene
star remains open.
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